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Growing up, I went to Dante Elementary School in Saint-Leonard,
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“

Angela

a suburb in the east-end of Montreal. Dante is part of the English
Montreal School Board. Dante’s neighbour was and still is École
Lambert-Closse, under the Commission scolaire de la Pointe-del’Île, its francophone counterpart in this area. We were separated
by a thick yellow line running the length of the playground. Lunch
monitors would patrol this area at morning and lunch recess
making sure we didn’t cross to the other side. Often, kids would get
into fights. I still remember the feeling of sneaking across, usually
on a dare, or with friends to play with the equipment our side of
the playground didn’t have, hoping to not get caught.

We weren’t aware of the implications of this seemingly AngloFranco meeting point, where confrontations so often happened.
We didn’t know the history. We didn’t know that the fact that we
spoke primarily English and they spoke primarily French, spoke to
a long colonial history that began long before our grandparents
or parents landed at the ports of Halifax or Trudeau airport. We
weren’t yet aware of our role in that colonial history. We weren’t
yet aware of the implications of the accepted textbook narratives
of the place we inhabit. We didn’t know why we were on separate
sides of the yellow line.

The six Italo-Canadian narrators whose stories are the backbone
of this project were rejected from French schools between 1950
and 1977, directly or indirectly, for a variety of reasons. But what
do their stories have to do with mine? Historians emphasize that
post-WWII immigrants in Montreal, including Italians, chose English
schools for their kids because it was regarded as the “language of
opportunity.” The story of their rejections, then, became a myth,
and was even forgotten as they became part of the “English
speaking community.”

Thirty years after the narrators’ stories, my classmates and I were
placed firmly on the “English” side of the yellow line. Even though
many of us didn’t learn to speak English until we started school.
What are the stories beyond and between the bilingual and
bicultural divide? How can oral historians write histories alongside
our narrators that acknowledge, but also complicate their yellow
lines?
This is not an anglophone vs. francophone story. Yet, like many
in Québec, it’s become ‘easy’ to tell it that way. This continues
to make possible the erasure and dismissal of individual and
collective stories of exclusion, rejection, and discrimination that do
not easily fit into this “comfortable” categorization. My main aim is
to tell this history - one of language legislation, politics, education,
immigration - without resorting to the idea that our communities
and neighbours must be easily categorized into “EN” and “FR”.
That there are in-betweens, and these are valid, not threatening,
and important to our city and province.
This project aims to look forward to a future we must face
critically and differently. It looks to the yellow lines - the places of
confrontation, but also of meeting - that linger in the pavement
today.
Cassandra Marsillo
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The Yellow Line: Oral Histories
from Montreal’s Backyards and
Schoolyards is a local oral history exhibit. As you walk
through the space here at Casa d’Italia, you will hear seven voices
- my own, and those of the project’s six narrators.
Francesca LoDico and her mother, Angela LoDico, who I met
serendipitously through my friend’s husband’s aunt. I happened to
sit next to her at my friend’s bridal shower.
Rosa De Fazio, who answered my call for narrators. She found out
through her cousin, who is Facebook friends with my mom.
Marie Moscato, who was my folk dance teacher. She also answered
the call I posted on Facebook.
Tony Ludovico is my friend’s dad.
And finally, Ida Marsillo - Nonna Ida - is my grandmother.
After their interviews, I held follow-up sessions with each
narrator. The follow-ups were meant as a time for them to share their
reflections about their own interviews and their thoughts for the
exhibit. This was also a time for us to look at pictures together,
usually over coffee. The photos and objects on display were
chosen by the narrators. They also wrote their own biographies.
Saint-Léonard, manifestation de 1969
Antoine Desilets (1969)
Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec
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We invite you to explore Montreal’s backyards and schoolyards
through the stories and archives they have generously shared.
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1951-1961,

Between
around 56 000 Italians came to
Quebec, mostly settling in Montreal

1960s in QC
The Quiet Revolution sets in after
Jean Lesage’s Liberal Party takes office in 1960
The final Parent Commission reports are
published in 1966. The findings are mostly
critical of the state of education in Quebec

In 1969, Bill 63 gives parents the right
to choose the language of education
for their kids, this time prompting
outcry from French-speaking Quebec
The Parti Québécois, headed by René Lévesque,
wins the 1976 election

The 1961 Grande

l’Éducation

Charte

de

improves
access
to
education for all youth by abolishing public school
fees and increasing government spending. This year
also saw the creation of the Royal Commission of
Inquiry on Education (Parent Commission)

Bill 60 establishes the office of the
Minister of Education in 1964
In 1968, the local Saint-Leonard school
board requests the elimination of
English-language schools, prompting
riots from the Italian community
Bourassa’s Liberal government passes the
Official Language Act (Bill 22), declaring French
the sole official language of Quebec in 1974
The Charter of the French Language,
Bill 101, passes in 1977
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The short booklet you are holding in your hands is a way for me

to share a bit of the historical context the narrators and I faced
throughout this project. The images are visuals from the archives.
As you listen to the oral histories, look at the photos and objects
chosen by the narrators and I to fill this room today, think back to
the visuals included in this booklet.
What stories do they tell?
What do they tell us about the Italian community in Montreal?
Ask yourself how they relate the stories you are experiencing here,
today. Where, when, how are they similar? Different? Both?
Most importantly, ask yourself what all these stories offer us for the
future. What do they tell us about our struggle onwards?

Saint-Léonard
Raoul Hunter (September 6, 1969)
Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec
Fonds Raoul Hunter
P716,S1,P68-09-06
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